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This book discusses the danger of nuclear and biological terrorism and the strategies of Pakistan,
Afghanistan, and Central Asia based extremists and jihadist groups to purchase fissile material in the black
market or steal it from a military or civilian facility and then use that material to construct an improvised

nuclear device.

See full list on nti.org . 15As far as Central Asia is concerned this strategy of border stabilisation has at the
same time been translated by the concern in an initial period to But Beijing applies the same analysis to the
republics of Central Asia the economic backwardness of which is denounced as one of the causes of the. As
of this writing news of WMD threats is dominated by terrorism continued use of common chemicals in

weapons deployed in Syria and one of the few remaining states likely to have extensive nuclear chemical and
biological weapons programs North Korea. The potential threat of biological chemical or nuclear materials

smuggled .
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On the other hand greatpower competition has reemerged with the disruptive actions of Russia in Europe and
China in East Asia and a possibly a nuclear Iran in the Middle East. Central Industrial Security Force .
intelligence on terrorist threats including nuclear biological and conventional catastrophic . Biological

terrorism in the United States threat preparedness and response. in the anti terrorist campaign against them.
Russian officials and experts on Russias nuclear weapons dispute a recent claim by a Pakistani journalist that
alQaeda has purchased former Soviet suitcasesize nuclear weapons the San Francisco Chronicle reported

today see GSN March 22.. Central African Republic ICRC condemns attack on its Bouar office and calls for
humanitarian workers to be respected. In Southeast Asia they could offer a joint initiative to address key
nuclear security challenges under a Southeast Asia Second Line of Defense SEASLD program. Russia and
Japan discussed in Tokyo Moscows initiative to develop an international convention against chemical and
bio terrorism Russian Foreign Ministrys Director. Suggests that chemical weapons pose a radically smaller
level of threat than nuclear and biological weapons and that plans oriented towards chemical threats are not
adequate as a Homeland defense or response. As a result the United States is now. The areas strategic value is

unquestioned.
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